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Discovery of biomarkers is critical to understand tumor heterogeneity and microenvironment. To determine differ-
ently expressed makers on cancer tissue for comprehensive profiling, the multiplexed tissue imaging mass cytometer
(IMC) which uniquely combines time-of-flight mass spectrometry with metal-labeling technology to enable break-
through discovery on single cell level was employed to investigate the expression of seven markers related to the
epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition [α-smooth muscle actin (α-SMA), vimentin, collagen I, cytokeratin 7, pan-
keratin], tumor proliferation (Ki-67), and human leucocyte antigen (HLA-DR) on human pancreatic cancer tissue.
The difference was analyzed using bioinformatic tools. We observed the high expression of α-SMA, vimentin, collagen
I, and Ki-67 on grade I but not on grade III. HLA-DRwas highly expressed on grade I/III but not on grade II. Overall, the
expression ofmarkers has elucidated the heterogeneity intratumors. Additionally, to identify biomarkers on pancreatic
cancer cells by blind systematic evolution of ligands by exponential enrichment (SELEX), aptamer pull-down assay and
liquid chromatography–tandem mass spectrometry were used. Mortalin was identified as a potential a prognostic
marker of pancreatic cancer. Our studies demonstrate that the IMC and blind SELEXmight be implemented to discover
biomarkers which can be used to better understand tumor biology and biomedical research applications.
Introduction

Cancer is a very dynamic disease that can evolve, thereby resulting in
heterogeneity [1]. To understand the heterogeneity within tumor tissue,
the role of themicroenvironment, and the impact of immune cells on cancer
development, sophisticated tools are needed for quantitative analysis of a
large number of biomarkers while retaining spatial resolution of cells and
tissue architecture. Pathological assessment of tissue provides prognostic
evaluation and helps to select optimum treatment of regimens based on ex-
pression of biomarkers on cancer tissue [2]. To understand heterogeneity of
phenotypes and to evaluate the expression of markers on the single cell
level, imaging mass cytometry (IMC) is a right approach with
multiparametric analyses.

Mass cytometry is an advanced technology that uses a time-of-flight
ICP-MA instrument (CyTOF) that can detect dozens of makers simulta-
neously at a high mass-spectrum acquisition by high-frequency laser abla-
tion [3]. It is a highly multiparametric and quantitative approach for the
identification of phenotypes and proteins on cells within tissue
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architecture. The high purity of metal isotopes affords minimal background
and yields high signal-to-noise ratios. Therefore, it provides 135 available
detection channels to measure more than 100 markers per cell simulta-
neously [4]. These unique advantages allow to study the functional com-
plexity of biological systems at the single-cell level. Indeed, multiplexed
imaging of human breast tissues by CyTOF enabled the detection of 32 pro-
teins at a cellular resolution of 1 μm [5].

Metastasis is a leading cause of cancer-associated death. Pancreatic
ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) is among the most fatal cancers due to
extensive invasion into surrounding tissues even at an early stage [6].
During malignant progression and dissemination of tumor cells, carci-
noma cells undergo an epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT),
in which they acquire invasive stem cell–like features [7]. Rhim et al.
showed that the EMT is an early event in tumor malignancy and that
inflammation promotes EMT, invasiveness, and tumor cell dissemina-
tion [8]. Expression of intermediate filaments such as vimentin and
cytokeratins (CKs) is regulated during development and differentia-
tion. Therefore, intermediate filaments have been used to differentiate
normal pancreas and pancreatic cancer [9]. In that study, it indicated
that CK7 is homogeneously expressed in all pancreatic cancers. An-
other study also showed that CK7 is positive with high intensity over
3+ in the majority of carcinomas [10]. Thus, CK7 is a good biomarker
to evaluate the level of expression and to differentiate the stage of
PDAC. Vimentin is present in mesenchymal cells and is used to
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distinguish them from epithelial cells [11]. Vimentin is associated with
a migratory phenotype, and overexpression of vimentin is observed in
EMT of cancer [12]. α-Smooth muscle actin (α-SMA) has been used as
a marker for activated fibrogenic cells and myofibroblasts that are ef-
fector cells of tissue fibrogenesis [13]. Cells expressing α-SMA contrib-
ute to EMT in embryogenesis and wound healing in normal epithelial
cells [11]. Thus, both vimentin and α-SMA are considered biomarkers
of EMT [11]. The desmoplastic component of PDAC has long been ap-
preciated by a massive deposition of extracellular matrix, containing
an abundance of collagen I [14,15]. Collagen I also promotes metasta-
sis in pancreatic cancer by activating c-Jun and N-cadherin [16].
Therefore, vimentin, α-SMA, CK7, and collagen I are good markers to
differentiate tumor grades and to determine the prevalence of EMT in
human PDAC.

Since the identification of Ki-67 as an antigen in Hodgkin lymphoma
cell nuclei [17], it has been widely used as a proliferation marker in
tumor cells [18]. Thus, Ki-67 is evaluated as a prognostic marker of dis-
ease progression in pancreatic neuroendocrine neoplasms [19]. In this
study, Ki-67 is included to differentiate tumor grades of PDAC.

The antigen-presenting molecule human leukocyte antigen (HLA-DR) is
part of the major histocompatibility complex class II family of antigen pre-
sentation molecules, expressed on antigen-presenting cells [20,21] and
some tumor cells in response to inflammatory reactions comparedwith nor-
mal [22,23]. For example, the expression of HLA-DR in esophageal epithe-
lium is increased in inflammatory states and early dysplasia upon
progression from inflammations to cancer [22]. Also, the HLA-DR in cyto-
toxic T lymphocytes (CTLs) is investigated to predict the responses of neo-
adjuvant chemotherapy in cancer [24]. It has been shown that HLA-DR–
expressing CTLs are mainly located in intraepithelial tumor structures
rather than in the normal region. Interestingly, it also shows that only
HLA-DR–positive CTL cells have shown high expression of IFN-γ and gran-
zyme B, suggesting that high expression of HLA-DR+ CTLs are indicative of
effector lymphocytes that are utilized for antitumor effects. Reportedly, the
expression of HLA-DR in tumors correlates with the presence of immune
cells such as CD16+ myeloid cells and T cells [23]. As it has been shown
that inflammation promotes EMT in cancer [8], the expression of HLA-DR
on PDAC is worth investigating.

Using a multiplexed IMC platform (M-IMC), we determined the level
of expression of 7 markers which are five EMT markers (α-SMA,
vimentin, CK7, pan-keratin, and collagen I), one proliferation marker
(Ki-67), and one leukocyte antigen marker (HLA-DR), in human
formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) PDAC samples. Analysis of
single-cell phenotypes revealed substantial intratumoral heterogeneity
in PDAC. We also identified a potential biomarker on PDAC using
blind systematic evolution of ligands by exponential enrichment
(SELEX).

Materials and Methods

Reagents

Iridium DNA Intercalator (Fluidigm, 201192A) and metal-labeled anti-
bodies pan-keratin (Nd 148, Fluidigm 3148020D), cytokeratin 7 (Dy 164,
Fluidigm 3164028D), Ki-67 (Er 168, Fluidigm 3168022D), HLA-DR (Yb
174, Fluidigm 3174023D), α-SMA (Pr 141, Fluidigm 3141017D), vimentin
(Nd 143, Fluidigm 3143029D), and collagen I (Tm 169, Fluidigm
3169023D) were purchased from Fluidigm. Tissue microarray (TMA) sam-
ples were purchased from BioMax (PA807). Recombinant mortalin was
purchased from Novus Biologicals (NBC1-18380).

IMC Staining

The routine IHC protocols were used for staining. Briefly, slides were
dewaxed and hydrated in descending grades of ethanol (100%, 95%,
80%, 70%), rinsed, and inserted into preheated antigen retrieval solution.
Then, the slides were incubated with the antibody cocktail overnight at
2

4°C. Afterward, tissues were stainedwith Ir-Intercalator (1:400) for nuclear
counterstaining. Finally, slides were washed in Distilled water and dried at
room temperature.

Imaging Acquisition by the Hyperion

An image of the slide was acquired to be used as a reference. The
resulting image was used as a visual reference to select regions of interest
(ROIs) for data acquisition in the Fluidigm software. The TMA slide was
inserted into the Hyperion Imaging Cytometer (Fluidigm Corporation,
San Francisco, CA) for laser ablation. A panel was designed from the
metals/antibodies of interest and applied. The ROIs of 1000 μm × 1000
μmwere then laser ablated. The total acquisition time for the slide was ap-
proximately 160 hours.

The results were stored in Fluidigm's MCD format and were exported as
images in 16-bit OME tiff format for downstream quantification. Cell seg-
mentation masks were created to identify single cells by establishing the
nuclear and cellular boundaries using Cellprofiler v2.2.0 [25] and exported
as text image TIFF format files. These files were imported into histoCAT
(histology topographyCytometryAnalysisToolbox) [26] for intensitymea-
surements of each marker and data visualization including cellular spatial
distribution images, box plots, heat maps, and t-SNE plots.

Data Analysis

BothHyperion CyTOF imagefiles and cell segmentationmaskfileswere
imported into histoCAT to measure the intensity of each marker at the
single-cell level. The markers' intensities were arcsine transformed before
cluster analysis and t-SNE analysis. All ROIs of the cells were partitioned
to 28 subpopulations automatically using unsupervised PhenoGraph [27]
algorithms implemented in histoCAT. The subpopulations were visualized
and color coded on the t-SNE plot. Detailed TMA source compositions of
each subpopulation cluster and the detailed subpopulation composite of
each TMA were visualized in the histogram diagrams. The expressions of
the 7 markers in the 28 subpopulations were presented in the heat map to
identify the marker specific cells. The count of subpopulation cells in each
TMA was clustered to identify the phenotype specific subpopulations. A
total of eight marker specific subpopulations were identified. Thesemarker
specific subpopulations and their expression status were highlighted on the
t-SNE plots using heat maps. The detailed quantitative expression was pre-
sented in the box plots. The composition of those marker specific subpopu-
lations of each TMA was visualized in the histogram plots. These marker
specific cells were highlighted on each ROI to show their spatial
distribution.

Competition Assay on Live Cells

For the aptamer competition assay, 1 × 105 PANC-1 cells were seeded
in 35-mm glass-bottom dishes (MatTek, Ashland, MA) and grown in me-
dium for 24 hours. For the competition assays, 200 nM of Cy3-labeled
P19 aptamer was used to compete with unlabeled either the P19 or P1
aptamer (1 μM). The fluorescence intensity was quantified in the presence
of increasing amounts of competitor using confocal microscopy using a
Zeiss LSM 510 Meta Inverted 2 photon confocal microscope system with
a C-Apo 40x/1.2NA water immersion objective and analyzed using one-
way analysis of variance (ANOVA).

Aptamer Pull-Down Assay

To retrieve the aptamer binding ligand, cell membrane proteins were
isolated from PANC-1 cells. To identify the target epitope of the aptamer,
biotinylated aptamers at 3′ ends were immobilized using a pull-down pro-
cess. Plasmamembrane proteins were prepared using procedures described
by Daniels et al. [28]. In-gel digestion was used for protein purification and
analyzed by mass spectrometry for peptide fingerprinting. After sodium
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dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, aptamer-retrieved pro-
tein bands were excised and in-gel digested [29].

Q-TOF Liquid Chromatography–Tandem Mass Spectrometry (LC-MS/MS)

An Agilent 6520 Q-TOF mass spectrometer equipped with a Chip Cube
source was used for LC-MS/MS analyses. A C18 chip with a 43-mm analyt-
ical column and a 40-nl trapping column (ProtID-Chip-43, Agilent G4240-
62005)was used. Digested samples (10-15 μl) were loaded onto the column
at 6 μl/min in 99% buffer A (0.1% formic acid in water)/1% buffer B (0.1%
formic acid in acetonitrile) with an extra 8 μl wash volume. The X! Tandem
search engine (http://www.thegpm.org/TANDEM/index.html) was used
to search the peptide MS/MS spectrum. The dataset was then processed
using the Scaffold program (http://www.proteomesoftware.com) to visual-
ize the results. SWISS Prot or NCBI was used to obtain the detailed protein
annotation.

Validation of Ligand Binding by the Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR)

To validate the binding of ligand, Biacore T100 (GE Healthcare, Upp-
sala, Sweden) was used to monitor label-free the aptamer-target interac-
tions. Biotinylated aptamers were coupled to a streptavidin-coated
Biocore chip (SensorChip SA, BR-1003-98, General Electric Company) by
an injection in binding buffer. To measure binding kinetics, five different
concentrations of mortalin protein were injected at a flow rate of 10 μl/
min. BIAevaluation software (GE Healthcare) was used to fit to a 1:1 bind-
ing analysis.
(A)

(C) (D)

(B)

Figure 1.Workflow of M-IMC. (A) After tissue staining with metal tagged antibodies on
higher-order analysis was performed to visualize results such as t-SNE maps. (B) The ele
cytokeratin 7, pan-keratin, and collagen I. One tumor proliferation marker: Ki-67. On
expression of each target was generated by heat map; heat map of tumor grade (C), TN

3

Statistical Analysis

Statistically significant differences were determined by one-way
ANOVA test using Graph Pad Prism software (GraphPad Software, La
Jolla, CA). A P value≤.05 was considered significant; *P≤ .05, **P≤ .01.

Results

Expression of Each Maker Is Acquired by IMC

To determine multiparametric expression on pancreatic cancer speci-
mens, TMAs containing FFPE pancreatic cancer tissues of mainly PDAC, ad-
jacent, and normal tissues were used. For multiplexed imaging analysis of
CyTOF-based mass cytometry, the workflow of M-IMC was depicted in
Figure 1A. Firstly, tissue section was stained with metal-tagged antibodies
labeling using routine IHC protocols. Antibodies were selected to relevant
targets. In this study, seven markers were employed to stain FFPE pancre-
atic cancer specimens. For data analysis on single cells, acquired images
were defined for segmentation, and high-order analysis was performed
using t-SNE plot. The list of metal tags of each antibodies was shown in
Figure 1B.

The Distinct Expression of EachMarker Shows on Tumor Grades of Human Pan-
creatic Cancer

Utilizing the median value of each of sevenmarkers, the expression was
measured and represented depending on tumor grades, tumor-node-
(E)

TMA, first step was to create images. After single-cell segmentation of tissue images,
ment of each metal tagged antibody is listed. Five EMT markers: α-SMA, vimentin,
e immune cell marker: HLA-DR. Two nuclear counterstainings. (C, D, and E) The
M stage (D), tumor stage (E).
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metastasis (TNM), and stages with heat map (Figure 1, C, D, and E). In nor-
mal pancreas tissue, all seven markers showed a low expression. Some of
the adjacent tumor regions (AT) showed high intensity of pan-keratin (7/
19), CK7 (2/19), Ki-67 (2/19), vimentin (3/19), and HLA-DR (3/19), but
it showed low expression of collagen I (0/19). In grade I, α-SMA (6/14),
vimentin (6/14), Ki-67 (8/14), collagen I (7/14), and HLA-DR (5/14)
showed a high expression. In grade II, α-SMA (3/6), vimentin (2/6), and
collagen I (3/6) were highly expressed, but CK7 (0/6), pan-keratin (0/6),
Ki-67 (1/6), and HLA-DR (1/6) showed low expression. The seven
markers—α-SMA (1/11), vimentin (2/11), pan-keratin (1/11), CK7 (1/
11), Ki-67 (2/11), collagen I (1/11), and HLA-DR (3/11)—showed low ex-
pression on higher tumor grade III (Figure 1C).

With TNM classification, all seven markers showed low expression in
T1. The high expression of α-SMA (8/23), vimentin (8/23), pan-keratin
(3/23), CK7 (4/23), Ki-67 (9/23), collagen I (5/23), and HLA-DR (7/23)
was observed in T3 (Figure 1D). The high expression of both α-SMA and
vimentin was observed on one metastasized tissue specimen.

With tumor staging classification, α-SMA (8/23), vimentin (8/23), pan-
keratin (3/23), CK7 (5/23), Ki-67 (9/23), collagen I (6/23), and HLA-DR
(7/23) were highly expressed in stage II (Figure 1E). The expression pattern
of these makers was closely related between T3 and stage II.
t-SNE Analysis Reveals 28 Clusters with Differently Expressed Patterns of Seven
Markers

Given the high dimensionality of the mass cytometry data, t-SNE maps
were employed to visualize and investigate high-dimensional cell pheno-
types that differentiate these groups (Figure 2A). The expression of each
marker on clusters is depicted in the heat maps (Figure 2B). Cluster 17/
19 showed high expression of α-SMA. The high expression of vimentin,
pan-keratin, CK7, Ki-67, and collagen I was distributed to cluster 28, 27,
18, 26, and 5/25, respectively (Figure 2B). The normalized frequency of
tumor grades on each cluster was depicted in Figure 2C. The normalized
frequency of each cluster on tumor grades was depicted in Figure 2D. As
shown in Figure 2D, it showed the heterogeneity on tumor grades. Hierar-
chical clustering within the group of tumor grades revealed that clusters
8, 9, 12, 3, 16, 23, 10, 24,15, and 2 were segregated to AT. Clusters 17,
27, 6, 26, 18, 14, and 19 were segregated to grade I. Cluster 1 was located
to grade II. Clusters 11, 4, 21, and 22 were segregated to grade III
(Figure 2E).
Individual t-SNE Analysis Reveals the Differential Expression of Each Cluster

t-SNE analysis was performed individually to determine expression of
each marker on clusters. For EMT markers, the high expression of α-SMA,
vimentin, and CK7 was shown in cluster 17, 28, and 18, respectively
(Figure 3A). Pan-keratin and collagen I were highly expressed in cluster
27 and 25, respectively (Figure 3B). Ki-67 was upregulated in cluster 26
(Figure 3B). The expression of HLA-DR was shown highly in cluster 13
(Figure 3C).
The Heterogeneity on Human Pancreatic Cancer Is Revealed

The expression of each maker was analyzed on each TMA sample,
and the expression was measured and displayed depending on tumor
grades (Figure 4A). It clearly showed heterogeneity in the same tumor
grades. The expression of HLA-DR was high in AT and grade III. Colla-
gen I was high in grade I and II. Vimentin was highly expressed in
grade I. When we investigated the correlation of each marker, it demon-
strated a strong pairwise correlation between α-SMA and collagen I in
higher tumor grades (Figure 4B). However, there was minimal correla-
tion between HLA-DR and Ki-67 (Figure 4C) or between CK7 and Ki-
67 (Figure 4D).
4

Image Segmentation Is Validated with Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E)–Stained
TME Samples

The image segmentation acquired by CyTOF was visualized and com-
pared to an array of a representative TMA which was stained with H&E
(Figure 5). All corresponding H&E-stained TMA images were displayed
below. An upregulation of both vimentin and α-SMA was observed on
grades I and II (Figure 5A). Collagen I was observed in connective tissue re-
gions on AT. The expression of collagen I was excessive on grade I and II be-
cause of desmoplasia of PDAC (Figure 5B). The high expression of Ki-67
was observed on some specific regions of tumor cells on AT and grade I
(Figure 5C). The expression of CK7 was high on tumor cells of AT and
grade I (Figure 5D). Low expression of pan-keratin was observed on
tumor grade II and III (Figure 5E). High expression of HLA-DRwas observed
on tumor cells on AT and tumor grades I and III (Figure 5F).

Mortalin Is a Potential Biomarker in Pancreatic Cancer

To identify biomarkers on pancreatic cancer, blind SELEX was devel-
oped on naive cells [30,31]. The schematic workflow was depicted in
Figure 6A. In previous studies, two pancreatic cancer specific RNA
aptamers (P19 and P1) have been identified [30]. However, the aptamer
binding ligand has not been determined. To verify whether these aptamers
bind to the same cell surface epitope, a competition assay was performed
with eachCy3-labeled aptamer against its unlabeled one. It showed a signif-
icant decrease of intensity in Cy3-P19 in the presence of its unlabeled one.
However, no significant decrease in Cy3-P19 was observed in the presence
of unlabeled P1 aptamer (Figure 6B), suggesting that P19 and P1might rec-
ognize distinct epitopes on the target cell surface. To confirm our observa-
tion and to identify the target epitope of the aptamer, the cell membrane
proteins were extracted and retrieved by biotinylated aptamers using a
pull-down process. The retrieved proteins were separated by sodium dode-
cyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis followed by Coomassie stain-
ing to visualize the resolved protein bands (Figure 6C). The resolved bands
were extracted for protein purification and analyzed by mass spectrometry
for peptide fingerprinting. The highest matching peak matched a known
peak for HSPA9B which is also known as mitochondrial Hsp70 or mortalin
(Figure 6D); P19 (left) and P1 (right). The identified target epitopes of P19
and P1 highlighted showed different peptides which are consistent with re-
sults of competition assays. To validate the mass spectrometry results, SPR
measurements was performed to confirm the aptamer/epitope interaction
(Figure 6E); P19 (left) and P1(right). When complexed to mortalin, it
showed a 100–response unit effect at 200 nM as measured by SPR.

Discussion

IMC is an emerging and transformative technique in the histopathology
field which can be applied to complex tissue sections [3] [4]. As the Hype-
rion Imaging System (Fluidigm) canmultiplex up to 50 parameters simulta-
neously in FFPE and frozen tissue sections with subcellular resolution [5], it
provides comprehensive and quantitative biological information at subcel-
lular resolution. Immunohistochemistry (IHC) has been used to identify
IHC markers on tumor differentiation [32]. However, the approaches of
IHC have limitations such as false negatives on low abundant markers
and difficulty in multiplexing and in the precise quantification of intensi-
ties. Thus, in this study, we developed a workflow of multiplexed IMC
and identified potential biomarkers for tumor differentiation on PDAC
with quantifiable results.

Determination of the expression of biomarkers is critical to understand-
ing tumor biology and to anticipate clinical outcomes. Invasion into sur-
rounding tissues and metastasis to distant organs in PDAC are initiated at
an early stage by EMT [6]. Also, they change their polarity by modulating
the organization of their cytoskeletal systems and switching expression
from keratin- to vimentin-type intermediate filaments [33]. Therefore, we
determined the level of expression of EMT markers in this study. We ob-
served the high expression of EMT markers on PDAC.
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Figure 2.High-dimensional analysis reveals differently expressed marker on tumor grade. (A) Gating was performed on total t-SNE clusters after arbitrary assignment of cluster numbers. (B) The expression of each marker on each
cluster was generated via heat map. (B) The heat map of each cluster was generated to classify on tumor grades. (D) The stacked bar chart was aligned to the heat map that shows the normalized frequencies of each marker
composition (colored legends) within the gated clusters. (E) Hierarchical clustering analysis was depicted in each tumor grade.
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Figure 3. Individual t-SNEmap shows different expression of pattern in eachmarker. (A) The t-SNEwas performed on three EMTmarkers (left). Bar graphwas generated to show the level of expression (right):α-SMA, vimentin, and
cytokeratin 7. (B) The t-SNE was performed on two EMT makers and one tumor proliferation marker (left). Bar graph was generated to show the level of expression (right); pan-keratin, Collagen I, and Ki-67. (C) The t-SNE was
performed on an leukocyte antigen marker (left), Bar graph was generated to show the level of expression (right); HLA-DR. (D) The t-SNE was performed on nuclear staining (left), Bar graph was generated to show the level of
expression (right); HLA-DR.
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Figure 4. The stacked bar graph shows the heterogeneity. (A) The expression of each of the seven makers was stacked in bar graph. It shows the heterogenous expression
pattern in the same tumor grade. (B) The expression of collagen and α-SMA was closely correlated on single-cell level in cluster 19. (C) The expression of Ki-67 and HLA-
DR was not related on single-cell level in cluster 26. (D) The expression of Ki-67 and Cytokeratin 7 was not related on single-cell level in cluster 26.
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The expression of vimentin is positive in 52.8% of PDAC cases [34]. The
overexpression of vimentin is closely correlated with accelerated tumor
growth, suggesting that vimentin can be used to determine the degree of
tumor differentiation [35]. In evaluation of EMTmarkers on tumor progres-
sion and metastasis, it has been reported that the expression of vimentin
was transcriptionally upregulated in early states [36]. Thus, we evaluated
the feasibility of vimentin as a marker to differentiate the degrees of
tumor. Consistent with results reported previously [36], we observed its
high expression on grade I, but the low expression of vimentin was ob-
served on higher tumor grade III.

Reportedly, the expression of Ki-67 in PDAC correlates with tumor
grade and positive nodal status [34,37]. Our study showed different results:
high expression on grade I and low expression on higher tumor grade II/III.

The abundant desmoplastic stroma reaction in PDAC is considered to be
an important reason for its aggressiveness [38]. It also suggests a prognostic
role for α-SMA expression and stromal density in the peritumoral stroma
[38]. In relationship of tumor differentiation with α-SMA, it has been re-
ported that stromalα-SMA has no significant associationwith tumor grades
[39]. But our study showed different results: high expression on grade I/II
but low expression on higher grade III.

The deposition of extracellular matrix collagen in the stromal compart-
ment promotes PDAC survival [40] andmalignant phenotype [41]. The ex-
pression of collagen I is elevated in PDAC tissues compared to normal [42].
No significant difference between collagen composition and tumor grade
was reported [42]. But our data showed different results: high expression
on grade I/II but low on higher grade III.

The high expression of CK7 has been shown in PDAC [10]. But there are
no reports to differentiate tumor gradeswith CK7. Our data showed the low
expression of CK7 on tumor grade II/III. But interestingly, high expression
of pan-keratin on tumor adjacent region (AT) was observed, suggesting
that AT cells are transformed in malignancy.

In the correlation analyses between each of the sevenmarkers, themain
outcome of this study is to reveal significant correlations between α-SMA
7

and collagen I. In previous studies of fibrosis in skeletal muscle, Zhao
et al. concluded that the level of α-SMA expression does not positively cor-
relate with the level of collagen gene expression in the mdx5cv mice [43].
However, our data clearly showed that the level of α-SMA expression is
closely correlated with collagen I expression.

The correlations between the expression of HLA class I, HLA-DR, PD-L1,
or PD-1 and the pattern of tumor infiltrating immune cells were determined
to assess the patients' prognosis [44]. In that study, it was shown that HLA-
DR is not expressed on normal pancreatic ductal cells. It also shows that in-
filtrating CD8+ lymphocytes are significantly higher in HLA-DR–positive
than in HLA-DR–negative PDAC. Our study showed that there was high ex-
pression in lower tumor grade I and III but not tumor grade II. The antitu-
mor efficacy is closely related with infiltration of CD8+ lymphocytes
corresponding to high expression of HLA-DR. Therefore, our study suggests
the HLA-DR might be a potential biomarker to anticipate the outcome to
immunotherapy in PDAC.

With single-cell technologies, it has already been demonstrated that
there is heterogeneity across PDAC with regard to primary tumor cells
and circulating tumor cells [45]. Our study confirmed again the heteroge-
neity in the same tumor grades. To differentiate tumor grades depending
on differently expressed EMT markers, our data, for the first time, revealed
that the five makers—α-SMA, vimentin, collagen I, Ki-67, and HLA-DR—
had low expression on tumor grade III but high expression on tumor
grade I.

Previously, we identified pancreatic cancer specific RNA aptamers (P19
and P1) using blind SELEX [30]. The P19 and P1 showed pancreatic cancer
specificity. In that study, Yoon et al. showed that the staining intensity on
archival human tissues is closely related with patient's survival rates [30].
However, the binding ligand of aptamer has not been identified. In this
study, we successfully identified that binding ligand of P19 and P1 was mi-
tochondrial HSP70 or mortalin. Reportedly, heat shock protein 70 (Hsp70)
is localized on tumor-selective cell surface [46]. The expression of Hsp70
on plasma membrane is found on freshly isolated human carcinomas such
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Figure 5. The corresponding histoCAT images toH&E staining. (A) Vimentin in purple andα-SMA in bluewere shown in top, and correspondingH&E staining is in the bottom. No expression ofα-SMA and vimentinwas observed on
normal region. The high expression on tumor grade I and II and low expression on grade III were observed. (B) The expression of collagen I was dominantly expressed on tumor grades I and II. Collagen I was observed in only
connective tissues on normal and adjacent region (AT). (C) The high expression of Ki-67 was observed some of AT and tumor grades I and II. No expression was observed on normal region and AT. (D) The expression of
cytokeratin 7 was observed highly on tumor grade I and AT. (E) The high expression of pan-keratin was observed only on tumor grade I and AT. The low expression was observed on tumor grades II and III. (F) The dominant
expression of HLA-DR was observed on tumor grades I and III and AT. Low expression of HLA-DR on tumor grade II was observed. Scale bar: 500 μm.
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Figure 6. Blind SELEX to identify potential biomarkers on pancreatic cancer. (A) The schematic workflow of blind SELEX is depicted. After untargeted SELEX to identify
differently expressed markers on plasma membrane of PANC-1 cells, aptamers are enriched in vitro. Target ligands were retrieved via affinity pull-down assays using
biotinylated aptamers. After affinity pull-down assays, MS/MS is used to achieve peptide fingerprinting. Finally, the binding of aptamer with the target ligand is validated
by surface plasmon resonance. (B) Competition assay was performed to determine whether P19 and P1 bind to the same epitope. The fluorescence intensity was
quantified using confocal microscopy. *One-way ANOVA test; *P ≤ .05, **P ≤ .01. (C) Ten percent of polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis was used to separate
immobilized protein samples after pull-down with biotinylated P19, P1, and negative control RNAs. Coomassie-stained gels: M (marker), P19 (lane 1), P1 (lane 2), and
NC (irrelevant RNA, lane 3). Arrow indicates target antigens. (D) MS/MS spectra of aptamer binding ligand. Peptide matching and MS/MS spectra of P19 (left) and P1
(right) affinity-purified peptides. Inset: amino acid sequence of the parent peptide showing b- and y-ion series coverage. Target epitopes are highlighted in yellow.
(E) Biosensor analysis of the mortalin-aptamer interaction. Binding of mortalin to the P19 (left) and P1 (right) was shown. Biotinylated P19 or P1 was bound to a
streptavidin-coupled carboxyl methyl dextran surface, and binding was measured using the SPR technique. The increased response unit was shown in a dose-dependent
manner.
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as colorectal, neuronal, and pancreatic. But normal tissues and bone mar-
row of healthy human individuals do not express Hsp70 on the cell surface
[46]. In our previous studies, two aptamers have also showed consistent re-
sults which are nonbinding on normal pancreatic epithelial cells and cross-
binding activity on colorectal cancer and glioblastoma [30,47]. As high ex-
pression of mortalin has been reported with low survival rates on PDAC pa-
tients [30], mortalin might be a prognostic marker in PDAC.

In conclusion, we demonstrate a multiplexed and multidimensional
IMC workflow with quantification that is primarily related to EMT and
9

cancer cell proliferation. Our data showed the different expression of each
marker compared to previous results using conventional IHC methods. As
M-IMC uses quantitative single-cell analysis, it provides precise quantita-
tive data to evaluate tumor grade which might be applicable to clinical
specimens.We also identified for the first time thatmortalinmight be a bio-
marker on pancreatic cancer using blind SELEX. Previously, we developed
RNA aptamer-based therapeutics: aptamer conjugated with C/EBPα-
saRNA [30], aptamer-drug conjugates [47], and anti-vimentin RNA
aptamers [31]. Because the data acquired from single images are
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informative, wewill investigate the changes of phenotypes and levels of ex-
pression after treatment of therapeutics to understand responsiveness to
these therapeutics in future studies.
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